Sepsis is a systemic response to infection and inflammation. Classified as sepsis, severe sepsis and septic shock, the more severe responses have a hallmark of dehydration due to intravascular volume depletion. Our project uses a novel sepsis dehydration algorithm and scoring system to predict the length of stay of patients in the hospital. The sepsis dehydration score uses a normalized or aggregated score with markers such as BUN, creatinine, lactate and HCO3. By leveraging these indicators, the algorithm aims to improve the accuracy of length-of-stay predictions, identify utilization of pressors, which eventually will aid in clinical decision making.

The SIRS criteria being poorly specific but reasonably sensitive, is used to identify systemic inflammatory response syndrome, and plays a crucial role in early sepsis detection. One of the classic understandings is that patients with Sepsis tend to have relative hypovolemia and due to that reason fluid administration is part of the initial management process. Although starting with fluid hydration based on weight might seem simple, it is important to quantify dehydration from sepsis to avoid fluid overload along with reduction in morbidity and mortality.

**Objectives**
- develop a scoring system utilizing biomarkers BUN, Cr, lactate, and Co2 to predict the length of hospital stay
- use the scoring system to understand clinical decisions by correlation of length of stay with numerical score values
- correlate with vasopressor/inotrope support in critically ill patients

**Study Design**
Prospective cohort study with 376 patients in multiple facilities

**Inclusion and Exclusion**
- Confirmed diagnosis of severe sepsis or septic shock based on established criteria.
- Cardiogenic shock
- Active UGB
- Decompensated liver cirrhosis
- Patients on renal replacement therapy

**Limitations**
Observational study will limit our ability to obtain any causal information, or any interventional change. Due to the design of this study, we will only be able to obtain correlational information.

**Novel Sepsis Dehydration Scoring Algorithm to assess Intravascular depletion to predict clinical outcomes**

Our project plans to integrate these biomarkers into a sepsis dehydration score using the formula BUN/Normal BUN + Cr/normal Cr + lactate/normal lactate - Co2/bicarb, guiding treatment decisions, and potentially reducing hospital stay durations for patients diagnosed with severe sepsis. Further validation and clinical trials will be essential to assess the algorithm’s effectiveness and applicability in real-world healthcare settings.

**Analysis**
- utilization of the formula yields a numerical value which will be known as that patient’s Sepsis dehydration score (SDS).
- This value will be compared with the input variables which are length of stay and utilization of pressors in patients
- A correlational analysis will be done subsequently comparing the relationship of the SDS and input variables, assessing the question, does a higher score lead to higher length of stay and more pressor use?
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